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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper discusses the nonlinear discrete boundary value problem 
A2y( i  - 1) + f ( i ,  y( i ) )  = O, i e N,  
y(O) = O, y (T  + 1) = O. 
(1.1) 
Here T E {1 ,2 , . . .} ,  N = (1 ,2 , . . . , T} ,  N + = {0 ,1 , . . . ,T  + 1}, and y :  N + --* R. Throughout 
this paper, we will assume 
f :  N x (0, c~) --, [0, co) 
is continuous. As a result, our nonlinearity f ( i ,  u) may be singular at u = 0. 
REMARK. Recall a map f : N x (0, c~) --* [0, oc) is continuous if it is continuous as a map of 
the topological space N x (0, oc) into the topological space [0, c~). Throughout  his paper, the 
topology on N will be the discrete topology. 
We will let C(N +, R)  denote the class of maps w continuous on N + (discrete topology), with 
norm Iwlo = maxkeN+ Iw(k)l. By a solution to (1.1), we mean a w E C(N+,R)  such that  w 
satisfies (1.1) for i E N and w satisfies the boundary (Dirichlet) conditions. 
It is of interest to note here that  singular boundary value problems in the continuous case 
have been studied in great detail in the literature [1] since the early 1980s. However, the discrete 
analogue has received almost no attention [2,3]. In this paper, we will discuss in detail the singular 
discrete problem with our goal being to fill the above stated gap in the literature. 
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2. S INGULAR PROBLEMS 
In this section, we present a very general and applicable result for the singular discrete boundary 
value problem (1.1). 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose the following conditions are satisfied: 
f :  N x (0, oo) -o [0, oo) is continuous; (2.1) 
f(i, u) <_ g(u) + h(u) for (i, u) E N x (0, oo) with g > 0 continuous and nonincreasing 
on (0, oo), h >_ 0 continuous on [0, oo) and h nondecreasing on (0, oo); (2.2) 
g 
for each constant H > 0 there exists a continuous function 
Cg:  N --* (0, oo) with f(i ,u) > ~H(i) for (i,u) E N x (0, HI; (2.3) 
and ( l 
sup {1 + (h(c)/g(c))} -g~ > T(T + 1). (2.4) 
cE(0,oo) 
Then (1.1) has a solution y E C(N +, R) with y(i) > 0 for i E N. 
PROOF. Choose M > 0 and e > 0 (e < M) with 
{1 + (h(M)/g(M))} g(u----~ > T(T - 1). (2.5) 
Let no E {1, 2,. . .  } be chosen so that 1~no < e and let N* = {no,no + 1,. . .  }. We first show 
A2y( i -1 )+f* ( i ,y ( i ) )=O,  iEN 
1 (2.6)- 
y(O) = y(Tq- 1) = - ,  n e N* 
n 
has a solution for each n E N*; here 
f ( i ,u ) ,  u > 1 
n 
f i, +- - -u ,  u<- - .  
n n 
To show (2.6) n has a solution for each n E N*, we will apply Theorem 2.1 of [4]. Consider the 
family of problems 
A2y( i -  1) + Af*(i,y(i)) = O, i • N 
1 (2.7)~ 
y(O)=y(T+l )=- ,  n•N* ,  0<A<l .  
n 
Fix n • N*. We first show 
1 
y(i) >_ - ,  i • N + (2.8) 
n 
for any possible solution y • C(N +, R) to (2.7)~. Let y be any solution to (2.7)~. If (2.8) is 
not true, then there exists k • N with y(k) < 1/n. Let m be the point where y(i) assumes its 
absolute minimum over N. Certainly y(m) < 1/n. Also y(m) < y(m + 1) and y(m) <_ y(m - 1) 
implies 
A2y(m - 1) > 0. (2.9) 
On the other hand, since y(m) < 1/n, we have 
A2y(m 1) -A[  f(m'y(m)) + 1 )1 . . . .  y(m < O. 
n 
This contradicts (2.9), so (2.8) is true. 
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Now, since y(O) = 1In -- y(T + 1) and y(i) >_ 1/n for i • N +, we may assume the absolute 
maximum of y occurs at say io • N. Without loss of generality, assume y(io) > e. For j • N, 
we have 
-A2y(j  - 1) = Af(j,y(j)) < g(y(j)) 1 + g(y(j)---~ , 
and so 
Fix i • {0,. . . , i0 - 1}. Then 
h(y(io)) } -A2y( j -1 )  < 1 + - -  . 
g(y(j)) - g(y(io)) 
~_°_~i+ A2y(j - 1) h(y(io)) 
- - j  1 g - -~)  -~ {1+ ~ }  [ io-  i]. 
Apply the product formula in [5, p. 26] (here u(j) = 1/(g(y(j))), v(j) = Ay(j - 1), a = i + 1, and 
k - 1 = i0) to obtain 
Ay(i) Ay(io) + ~ Ay(j)A < 1 + - -  [ i0- i ] .  (2.10) 
g(y(i + 1)) g(y(io - 1)) - g (y ( i0 ) )  j= i+ l  
Now, since g is nonincreasing on (0, oo), it is easy to check (recall the following well-known 
equality A(1/z(j)) = (-Az( j ) ) / (z( j  + 1)z(j)), z(j + 1)z(j) # 0) that 
Ay(j)A ( ~ )  >_0. (2.11) 
Consequently (2.10), (2.11), and the fact that Ay(io) ---- y(io + 1) - y(io) <_ 0 yields 
{ h(y(io))} Ay(i) < 1 + - -  IT - i ]  (2.12) 
g(y(i + 1)) - g(y(j)) 
for i E {0,. . . , i0 - 1}. Hence, 
{ h(y( io))}(  T(T -  1)) io - I  Ay(i) _< 1 -{- - -  T 2 (2.13) 
g(y(i + 1)) g (y ( i0 ) )  i=0 
An easy argument (using areas under curves) yields (since y(0) : 1In and 1/g is nondecreasing), 
fu(io) d___~u < io-1~_, Ay(i) 
~o g(y(i + 1))' J l /n  g (u )  - .=  
and this together with (2.13) gives 
fl U(i°) du { h(y(io)) } T(T + l) /,~ g(u----~ <- 1 + g(y(io)------) 2 
Consequently, 
~ Y(i°) du { h(y(i°)) } T(T + i) (2.14) g(u----) ~- 1 + g(y(io)-------~ 2 
Now (2.14) together with (2.5) implies [Y[o = y(io) ~ M. Thus, Theorem 2.1 of [4] implies (2.6) n 
has a solution Yn E C(N+,R)  with 1/n <_ y,~(i) <_ M for i E N +, for each n E N*. In addition, 
yn is a solution of 
A2y(i - 1) + f(i, y(i)) = O, i e N 
i (2.15) n 
y(O) = y(T + 1) = - ,  n • N* 
n 
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Next we obtain a sharper lower bound on Yn (here Yn is as described above). Now Yn satisfies 
T 
1 + E G(i, j ) f ( j ,  yn(j)), i E N + (2.16) yn( i )  = n 
j= l  
Also, 
REMARK.  
is infinity. 
•M ---- min (I)M(k) < Yn(j) <- M, 
kEN 
Let n --~ cc (through N1) in (2.19) to obtain 
T 
y(i) = E G( i , j ) f ( j ,  y(j)). 
j= l  
We can do this for each i E N and so 
A2y(i - 1) + f( i ,  y(i)) = 0, 
EXAMPLE. Consider the discrete value boundary problem 
A2y(i - 1) + # ([y(i)]-a + A[y(i)]~ + B) = O, i E N 
(2.20) 
y(O) = O, y(T + 1) ---- 0 
with a > 0, f~ _ 0, A _> 0, B _> 0, and # > 0. Then (2.20) has a solution y E C(N +,R)  (with 
y(i) > 0 for i E N) for # small, in fact for 
2 sup ( 1 c a+l 
0 < # < T(T + 1) c~(0,c¢) _ 1 + [Ac '~+~ + Bc a] ~ ] " (2.20) 
I f0 _< 13 < 1, then (2.20) has a solution for all # > 0 since the right-hand side of (2.21) 
To see that (2.20) has a solution, we apply Theorem 2.1 with g(y) = #y-a,  h(y) = #(Aye+B) ,  
and lPi-l(i) = I.tH -a. Clearly (2.1)-(2.3) are satisfied. Notice (2.4) also holds since 
( 1 /o 1 ( 1 sup = - sup • 
ee(0,c~) {1 + (h(c)/g(c))} t t ce(o,~) 1 + [Ac '~+~ + Bc `~] a-+-l] 
Existence of a solution is now guaranteed from Theorem 2.1. 
for j E N and n E N1. 
for i E N. I 
where ( j (T  + l - i) O < j < i -1  
T+I  . . . .  
G(i, j )  = i(T + 1 - j) i < j < T + 1. 
T+I  ' - - 
REMARK. Note G(i, j )  > 0 for i , j  E N. 
Now (2.16) together with (2.3) (which guarantees the existence of a continuous ~)M : N --, 
(0, oc) with f ( i ,u)  >_ ~)M(i) for (i,u) E N x (0, M]) implies 
T 
yn(i) >_ E G( i , j )¢M( j )  -- CM(i), for i E N. (2.17) 
j= l  
We shall now obtain a solution to (1.1) by means of the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem [6]. Notice 
{Yn}nEg • is a bounded family on N +. (2.18) 
The Arzela-Ascoli Theorem [6] guarantees the existence of a subsequence N1 of N* and a function 
y E C(N+,R)  with Yn --~ Y in C(N+,R)  as n ---* oc through N1. Also y(O) = y (T+ 1) = 0 and 
0 < y(i) <_ M for i E N +. .Nowfixi  E N. Then yn,n E N1, satisfies 
T 
y,~(i) = nl + E G(i , j ) f( j ,y,~(j)) .  (2.19) 
j= l  
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